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Corporate Brand Management and Reputation: Master’s Cases 
 
The “Corporate Brand Management and Reputation: Master’s cases” is a case series 
for applying the case method of teaching and learning in higher education. The cases 
are relevant to brand strategists in private and public sector organizations, as well as 
academics and students at universities, business schools, and executive education.  
 
The cases are written by groups of master’s students as a course project. The specially 
developed case format is defined as: “A management decision case describes a real 
business situation leading up to a question(s) that requires assessment, analysis, and a 
decision reached by discussion in class. The alternative approaches and recommendations 
from the class discussion are followed by a description of the choices made by the case 
company. This description is then discussed by the class.” 
 
The student groups select the topics of their case providing updated and relevant 
insights into the corporate brand management. The cases can be used as “written 
cases” (handed out and read in advance, later to be discussed in class) and/or as 
“live case” (presented by the teacher following a discussion in class). Each case 
includes teaching notes, visuals with speaker’s notes, learning objectives, board 
plans, and references.  
 
The mission of the series is “to develop cases for discussion providing insights into the 
theory and practice of corporate brand management and reputation, with the intent of 
bridging the gap between academic teaching and managerial practice.”  
 
The series is a result of co-creation between students and teachers at the elective 
course Corporate Brand Management (BUSN35 – five-credit course/eight-week half-
time studies), part of the master’s program International Marketing and Brand 
Management at Lund School of Economics and Management, Sweden. The cases 
represent the result of the intellectual work of students under the supervision of the 
head of course.  
 
Although based on real events and despite references to actual companies, the cases 
are solely intended to be a basis for class discussion, not as an endorsement, a source 
of primary data, or an illustration of effective or ineffective management. The cases 
are free to be used and are to be cited following international conventions. 
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The authors prepared this case solely as a basis for class discussion and not as an endorsement, a source of primary data, or an 
illustration of effective or ineffective management. Although based on real events and despite occasional references to actual 
companies, this case is fictitious and any resemblance to actual persons or entities is coincidental. 
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storm?“ 
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New Balance’s Trump Card – will there be sun after 
the storm? 
 
The year is 2016 and the past months have been characterized by significant political 
turmoil, with some unprecedented events reshaping the landscape in both the 
United States and in Europe. The overall state of fragility and political uncertainty 
led to an increasing sentiment of social polarization. Amidst the general tension, 
experts anticipate further friction between companies and their customers over 
political stances.  
 
As a result of such particular collision you, acting as an external Online Reputation 
Manager (ORM), are approached by Boston-based shoe manufacturer New Balance 
(NB). They need your assistance with forging a reaction to a recent streak of negative 
press which has the potential of hurting the reputation of the brand, but also hurting 
sales performance over the short-term. 
 
A bird told me. 

The client, namely New Balance, found itself amidst consumer fury as a result of 
recent Twitter posts issued by Wall Street Journal’s Sara Germano. On the 11th of 
November, she posted that New Balance “feel things are going to move in the right 
direction” following Donal Trump’s election victory. Her tweet recorded wildfire-like 
popularity and soon after its publication, the tweet was shared by the influential 
sneaker retailer SoleCollector.com. At the time, SoleCollectors had over 420.000 
followers on Twitter. In their post, the message went a step further and claimed that 
“New Balance is the first major sportswear company to publicly back president Donald 
Trump”. 
 
 
 

 MANAGEMENT DECISION CASE 
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The updated was not accepted well by New Balance’s core customer base, the 
majority of which consists of young, ethnically diverse, urban residents. Multiple 
images and videos of people trashing and burning NB sneakers were published 
shortly after the statements were released, with many frustrated customers 
renouncing the brand for good. To make matters worse, Neo-Nazi supporters 
quickly dubbed the brand as the “official shoes of White People” and urged for white 
supremacists to purchase in order to become identifiable among their right-wing 
peers. Moreover, they saw this as a mean of support for the newly-elected president 
and his, arguably, controversial ideas in relation to immigration.  
 

 
 
What is TTIP and how it fits with the “Made in the U.S.” values? 

The European Commission describes TTIP as “a trade and investment agreement, 
between the EU and the United States - our biggest export market”.  First and 
foremost, the agreement would effectively remove tariffs and loosen regulations on 
investments bilaterally.  In effect, this was expected to facilitate European export, as 
well as U.S. companies which want to increase their presence throughout the 
European Union. Second, TTIP was intended to bridge the difference between the 
applicable regulations and all this with the promise of not impacting the existing 
customer protection and sustainability standards. Lastly, the drafted agreement was 
intended to reduce the need for separate, and compliant, manufacturing process – 
ultimately aiming to lower production costs. 
 
Despite the rosy description, many companies opposed the agreement fiercely. Why? 
As in most cases, the answer was buried deep in the corporate balance sheets. 
Companies which manufacture (at least partially) in the U.S., including New Balance, 
reacted negatively to TTIP prospects, as in their view, this would provide 
competitors with an unfair advantage. For example, well-known competitors such as 
Nike and Adidas import the vast majority of their product portfolio from Asia 
(mainly China and Vietnam).   
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The drafted agreement would have resulted in a waiver of the current tariffs which 
are these two corporate giants are subject to. According to New Balance’s objection 
this would leave little to no incentive for manufacturers to produce in the U.S., as 
ultimately they would be pushed out of business due to the arising price pressures. 
 
Prior to the controversy which arose from Sara Germano’s tweet, New Balance was 
often praised for its local manufacturing practices – since unlike many of its peers, 
the company retained a part of its shoe factories in the U.S., where they produce 
more than 4.000.000 pairs of sneakers annually. Although their decision might not 
represent the soundest of business cases, it has greatly improved the brand’s 
reputation. It has often been used as an example in heated outsourcing disputes, 
since most of New Balance’s competitors have fully outsourced their manufacturing 
processes. 
 
Sink or swim? 

As a result of the negative press, New Balance’s PR team has scheduled an 
emergency meeting in order to plan potential reactions to the scandal, thus as the 
appointed ORM consultant, what would be your advice to New Balance’s CEO 
Robert DeMartini and his team?  
 
Would you recommend the “Silence Strategy”? Or rather vouch for an approach 
which calls for Reasoning or rather Advocacy? Or maybe a hybrid solution would fit 
the situation best? Robert has made it clear that an Accommodation approach is 
certainly not an option since, in his views, New Balance is an exemplary employer in 
regard to its’ diversity and corporate culture and by conforming it will only intensify 
the associations with the far-right movement.  

In sum, what is New Balance’ most rational move in order to control the situation? How can 
Robert salvage his brand’s hard-earned reputation?  
 
Making New Balance Great Again. 

The meeting is now over and your suggestions have been duly noted. However, 
during the concluding stages of the intense meeting the usual question surfaced – 
what are the next steps? After managing the short-term crisis, now the client wants to 
hear your thoughts on whether if it is necessary to rebuild their reputation and if yes, 
then what is the best way of doing so. 

How can New Balance regain what was lost in terms of reputational capital? Would you 
advise for any specific course of action? 
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The best place to hide a dead body? 

January 2017 
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Reflection – do we need to re-draw the line between corporations and 
politics? 

 

Public affairs  

1.   The provision of information (knowledge & expertise): possible to 
influence the models and criteria used by decision makers when making 
public policy choices 

2.   Financial support support given by organizations to people running for 
election, can result in a sympathetic consideration of the organizations 
requests when attempting to influence decisions. – common in USA, 
forbidden in Europe.  

3.   Building of constituencies: the creation of local support for specific public 
policy solutions. Pressure to government to favour these solutions 

 
Bridging strategy: when organization decide to adapt to the external expectations. 
(internal adaption) 
Buffering strategy: when organization wishes to adapt the expectations and 
practices of external stakeholders, without any internal adjustments. (changing the 
expectations of stakeholders) 
Buffering strategies attract more press coverage and hence bring greater visibility to 
an organization.  
 
Strategic responses to issues 
 
Four key strategies can be identified to formulate effective response to issues: 

•   Silence strategy: when issues represent little threat and may invoke little 
public attention. A buffering strategy might be to update the website and 
release restricted media comment.  

•   Accommodation strategy (to give in): when issue is overwhelming and the 
viable course of action is to conform to the changes and accommodate the 
issue through internal adaption. Bridging strategy: extensive corporate 
communication and corporate advertising to communicate the change of 
policy.  

•   Reasoning strategy: when the impact is not clear-cut and discussion with key 
stakeholders is necessary. The response strategy should be to encourage 
discussion and engage opinion leaders. Then the organization avoids making 
hasty ill-informed decisions.  

•   Advocacy strategy: when issues have the potential to threaten the 
organization and prevent it from achieving objectives. Instead of 
accommodating the issue the strategy should be to change public opinion 
(through messages, opinion leaders and corporate advertising) and the way 
stakeholders perceive the issue. Externally driven change.  

 
If there is action to be taken – is it defensive? What type of crisis communications? 
Issues and crisis management are interlinked and both concerned with managing 
corporate reputation. Organization that do plan in anticipation of disaster have often 
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more favourable outcomes and take half the time to recover from it. Crisis planning: 
putting into position those elements that can affect speedy outcomes to the disaster 
sequence. Crisis are arising with greater frequency. Organization with strong 
reputational capital tend to recover faster. Stakeholders may adopt a particular role 
during crisis, table 12.3:  
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Refer to Exhibits in BOLD 

Exhibit.1 – Cut out of the two tweets 
 
Exhibit.2 – timeline of different media channel reactions 
 
Exhibit.3 – New Balance reply 
 
Exhibit.4 – a selection of pictures from the “boycott” 
 
Exhibit.5 – Google Search 


